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Dditorial
X marks the 'flap'
Whatever periodicity may be ascribed
to UFO 'flaps,' and whatever support-
ing arguments may be adduced, one
fact emerges: 1947, 1957, 1967 were
'flap' years, and 1977 is not going to
break the sequence. Hundreds more

reports than normal are being received,
and if in fact I am able to print a full
table of sighting summaries in our
next issue, it will take up four pages at
least. Whilst there are localised' flaps'

-as in south-west Wales, this increase
is general over the whole country, and
the number of ' high-strangeness cases '
is also proportionately greater.

Vhether the ultimate result will be
that we are any better informed about
UFO origins than we are now is in the
lap of the Gods. Well, perhaps in the
hands of governments as well, since I
begin to detect signs that we are en-
tering a phase where the blanket
explanation of ' secret weaponsr'' new
types of transport' or 'CIA devices,'
etc, etc, may be employed-though
where the CIA or anyone else will have
obtained 3-foot aliens from is a myst-
ery! Perhaps the Common Market is
now at the root of it all ! This ten-
year period clearly suggests an interest
in metrication! At any rate, it's
obvious we can state with some cer-
tainty that 'flaps' occur every X
years-which should satisfy all!!

Norman Oliaer

BRITISH UFO DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
The BUDC is an independent group of scientists seeking to investigate and
analyse UFO phenomena within the natural bounds of scientific method.

BUDC qublishes a quarterly BULLETIN which is available on subscrip-
tion at {2 per annum (50p per copy). Cheques should be crossed and
made payable to BUDC. FREE INFORIII"ATION is also available on
receipt of an SAE. Please write to BUDC, 10 Park Court, Park
Hall Road, London SE21.



Lawrence lV DaIe

rules, and those I do, will lack detail.
I will consider the Method of Agree-
ment: of Difference: of Concomitant
Variation: of Residues. Statistics will
also be mentioned,

Method of Agreemenr.' One observes
instances of an effect and searches for a
common factor that may lead to one
cause. eg: During I0 UFO sightings,
a particular strength magnetic freld is
noted while other effects are absmt.

However, there are few situations
where only one cause is involved.

Method of Difference.' One searches for
an effect which is present in only one
situation. eg: During 10 flights ovn
thc' Bermuda Triangle' the 10th flight
is lost. One notices that during the 10th
flight, a magnetic (or other force) surge
was reported which was absent during
the other flights.

Method of Concomitant Variation: One
observes that when a particular phen-
omena varies the general effect also
varies. The varying phenomena is
(according to some) the cause. eg:
Dwing a UFO sighting, the tempwature
of the ntrroundings oaries with the
oa.riation of the approach of the UFO.
The UFO is responsible.

Lo$ic and the 'Scientific Method '-part 2

The word 'Science' originally meant
'Reasoned Knowledge' and provided
the ancient Greeks with a method to
investigate many situations. There
are many quotations about the defin-
ition of ' Scientific Method,' but logic-
ally it is-should be*the search for
truth. Is it so ? How extensive is it
so ? $(rhy is it so ? There are, of
course, some situations which are not
generally regarded as being scientific
yet may be truthful. A telephone
directory is probably a very accurate
catalogue and a truthful one, yet it is
not regarded as a scientific text.
Methods of a ' non-scientific' nature
include tenacity: The Appeal of Auth-
ority: Intuition. Intuition is, at times,
a polemical issue and invites discussion,
so I shall consider it here.

Intuition has more value than the
above remaining methods, but History
contains many fallacious conclusions
derived from intuition. To many
people, the proposition that the Earth
was flat was indubitable, intuitively
self-evident, yet it proved to be in-
correct. However, there have been
occasions where intuition has been
useful. Schrodinger, apparently by
' mathematical intuition' discovered a
wave equation for atomic structure:

# - # - #-+(e-v)y =o ff#':f,=Hi'* *f;f";:*-ffi
but this cannot u. a.riu"a 

"']9 -:T Hi,ll"or*"*?u!?ff"1"f%.13$"}!:
only be exactly solved for one electron ingtv tt ut they are currs-aily connLcted,systems' as iir the exuirple. The value of this
Philosophers in the past have tried to method is that, we CAN claim that if
formulate a set of rules for scientific one effect varies while the other re-
enquiry, but due to continuous advance mains constant, then the effects are

ttriruies are not suffcient, but can be NOT causally connected. (Most phil-
used as a guideline to ' proof ' dis- osoqhers agree thl!-this remains -part
covery. Tlie rules advise ris to look at of ihe method).- The_reasoninB_ lery
the ficts. I cannot discuss all of the is connected to that of Part 1' ex No 3.
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Vhy then use Statistics ? The errors
produced are perhaps due to our inter-
pretation, or execution, rather than the
method. But there is a more impor-
tant reason for using Statistics. If
such exists, an omniscient being would
not use Probable Inference since every
proposition would be known to be true
or false. Human beings lack omni-
science and therefore must, at times,
rely on probabilities. The methods
mentioned above are not infallible, but
combined and used with other avail-
able methods, provide a very powerful
tool for'proof ' discovery.

So what of a definition of Logic ?
(Part 1). There can only be at this
time, a provisional definition such as
'The systematic investigation and
study ofthe principles ofvalid reason-
ing' (though I regard Logic as being
more fundamental), but remembering
this and the rules for Scientific Method,
and using Logic, many mistakes could
be avoided.

Such methods as the so-called 'fringe
sciencesr' ESP, telepathy, etc, should
be valuable assuming that they are
used in the pursuit of truth. If so,
they too belong to the 'Scientific
Method' (in my opinion it would not
be correct to regard them as ' telephone
directory').

Ve should continue to use these
resources and try to produce a general
conclusion (concerning UFOs), and if
any one of us has an advantage, let
him educate the remainder, for the
sake of truth.

Had.ng recmtly addressed the Essex UFO Study &*p, may I recornmend

lnl Ess.ex rnernbqs intqested in local actiztity to zwite to thern ar 16 Raydons
Road, Dagenham, Essex R il.9 5JR-Ed.

Method of Residucs: One subtracts from
a situation all phenomena of which the
causes or effects are understood, and
relates the Residue of effects with the
Residue of phenomena. There is an
Astronomical example of this in some
texts. This concerns the discovery of
Neptune by Adams and Le Verrier.
The motions of Uranus had been
studied assuming Newton's theories.
Using the assumption that the Sun
and known planets were the only
bodies that determined the motions of
IJranus, its orbit was plotted. How-
ever, the calculation did not agree with
observation. More calculations show-
ed that Uranus was affected by some-
thing outside of the known solar
system. Neptune was discovered close
to the position calculated for it.
Statistics is a widely publicised subject
in present times, though its use often
requires some explanation. The fun-
damental concept is that of Probability,
calculating mathematically the prob-
ability of a particular situation in a
number of situations. One should
remember that the conclusion becomes
a beliei not necessarily a fact. An
English logician, DeMorgan, writes:
" . . . . the state of miltd utith r_espect to
an assqtion to a coming or other euent
on which absolute knoa:ledge is absmt."
More briefly, " I belieoe that ' some-
thing' will happen more than I beliwe
that the ' something' will not happen."
Because of the mathematical rigour,
Statistics is perhaps more accurate
than what I seem to suggest, but its
conclusions remain probability.

AVARENESS-Ihe Journal of Contact UK. For details write to J B Delair,
19 Cumnor Road, Vootton, Boar's Hill, Cumnor, Nr Oxford.



Points from the Press

In the Eaen'ing Standard of 22 Febru-
ary, Rex Dutta, editor of Aquarius
Viewpo'int, claims that secret photos
sent to him by a top US scientist and
taken by American spacecraft in the
late 1960s, show mile-long machines
cutting inside a volcano crater on the
Moon. He maintains that two years
8go, international scientists met in
London to discuss the'lunar phen-
omena. However, NASA information
officers at Houston, said that all evi-
dence and pictures taken during Moon
missions are available to the public,
but could not categorically say we
were first on the Moon-after all, it is
4| billion years old.

***
The Northern Echo of 14 March re-
ported that a lifeboat crew on a NW
course from Falmouth to Bridlington
on the night of 12 March, saw a very
bright glowing object high overhead
for a few seconds before it moved
rapidly away to the southwest. The
coxswain said that in many years at
sea he had never seen anything like
it before.

***
The Kent Messenger of 4 March had an
account of the first skywatch of 1977
held by Bufora's Kent and East Sussex
group at Detling on 26 February.
Principally on an exercise to recognise
natural phenomena, members watched
a distant red, spherical, pulsating
object cross the sky, which was seen
later on the same compass bearing by
a skywatch team in the North of
England. The same week there were
reports of a similar UFO seen over
Maidstone, and at Orpington by sky-
watch leader tTt_""je

The Kent Eoming Posr of 28 February
also had an article on recent UFOs
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seen in Kent. Bufora RIC Larry
Dale remarked that his group was now
better organised to deal with the
increased reports, and the burst of
UFO activity was confirmed by
Bufora's Chairman Lionel Beer and
Charles Bowen, editor of FSR, which
is distributed from \X/est Malling.

***
In the same newspaper was a report of
' the most fantastic machine eaer deoised
by monJ Lying in woods south of
Moscow, it is a mile in circumference
and is probing a mysterious new world
known as high-energy physics for
anti-matter, seeking proof of the theory
that every particle has a twin and there
is somewhere an exact replica world,
peopled by beings who are our doubles.
The Russians claim to have artificially
created anti-matter particles for a shon
time, but physicists are concerned that
an anti-matter galaxy coming into
contact with our universe would result
in a vast explosion.

***
The -Esser Chronicle of 11 March tells
of the search by the Dagenham Para-
normal Research Group for a ' hideous
3 feet high dzoarf I which haunts
Springfield. Sighted several times
this century, evidence suggests that it
is not a ghost, but a physical mani-
festation which may be connected with
UFO sightings in the district, accord-

ing tg Andy Collins, also a Bufora
lnvestrgator.

***
The Manchester Eouting Nqps of 2l
and 22 March published a long en-
quiry into UFOs, documenting several
UFO groups including Nufon, in an
interview with Jenny Randles. Nufon
is making a special study of the ' Pen-
nine Runr' a triangular area bounded
by Manchester, Blackburn and Halifax,
and scene of frequent sightings.



The Manchester Eoming News of 2
April had an illustrated article of yet
another giant machine-Project Daed-
alus, an all-British spaceship design by
a small team of physicists and engineers.
First report would be presented to the
British Interplanetary Society at an
International Symposium in May. In
theory, it is now technically possible to
build the 750 feet high spacecraft,
assembling it in space because of
stresses and radiation risks on Earth.
Powered by tiny nuclear bombs, blast-
off could be in 2020, but first signals
would take 53 years to reach Earth
from the rocket's goal-Barnard's Star,
which is 6 lightlears 

lway.
The Barking {e Dagmham Adoerriser
of 25 March also had a news item on
the Dagenham Paranormal Research
Group, which is well prepared for a
UFO landing. To check the increas-
ing sightings, the organisation has
extensive field kits, a 'flying squad '
team on duty round-the-clock, and
maintains a 24-hour hotline. Head of
the group is Barry King, another
Bufora investigator.

***
The Near Scientist of 31 March and
several provincial papers report that a
survey of American Astronomical Soc-
iety members revealed that 80%
thought UFOs probably deserved fur-
ther scientific study. The question-
naire was by Professor Peter Sturrock,
astrophysicist of Stanford University,
a suppofter of UFO investigation and
critic of the Condon Report.

***
In the Eaening Star of 2 March, the
weatherman described how he thought
at last he had seen a UFO, after 31
years of seeing nothing which could
not be explained scientificially. An
intense light twice the brilliance of
Venus, which was also visible, hung in

the sky north of Ipswich, then began
to fade and diminish. Explanation
was the landing light on the nosewheel
door of a USAF F-4 Phantom jet!

***
The Cambridgeshire Times of 4 March,
and other Fenland papers, gave good
publicity to the Norfolk and National
UFO Society. With an expanding
programme of activities and public-
ation of a quartedy news sheet, the
group hopes to aftract new members
and compare notes with similar soc-
ieties' 

* * *
The Obseraer Colour Supplement's jun-
ior section, of 8 May, had a column on
UFO activity in SW \Vales, with cases
investigated by Bufora RIC Randall
Jones Pugh, including the silver-white
cigar-shaped object seen in a field by
pupils of a Broadhaven Junior School
200 yards away on 14 February.
Stephen Taylor's experience (see Re-
port-Extra /) was also referred to. A
small reproduction of a painting by
aftist fohn Petts showed the pale gold
UFO which he and a neighbour saw
over the Towy Estuary the same week.

***
Many national and provincial news-
papers have published articles of a
general nature during the past few
months, mostly assuming that UFOs
emanate from outer space. The maj-
ority of cases are standard classics well
known to Bufora members, but do
reflect a more serious approach by the
Press to the current wave.

***
UFOs in your neighbourhood ? Or
have you been the subject of a feature
in your local paper ? The Editor
welcomes news items from readers,
with name and date of journal please.



Book Review
(and now a word about our founder)

VISITORS FROM OUTER SPACE by Roy Stemman
144 pages: page size 7L'by 10" deep.
App 190 illustrations including over 70 in colour.

Lionel Beer

Chapter Headings: 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The Coming of the Saucers.
The Conspiracy of Silence.
Chariots of the Gods
Spacecraft in Early Times
The First of the Contacts
The Aliens are Among Us
UFOs Today
The Inhabited Universe
(No index)

Published by Aldus Books, 17 Conway Street, London'WlP 685. Price: d3'25.
Part of a series dealing with the supernannal. Other titles include: Ghosts and Pol-
tergeists: Alchemy: Atlantis: Dream lVorlds: Sigtls of Things to Come. Author
Colin lYilson and Dr Cltristopher Eaans are listed as editorial consuhants.

About the author
Bufora originally sprang from the
London UFO Research Organisation
since it was part of Luforo's mandate
to form a national federation. Roy
Stemman appears to have been Luforo's
creator and was enthusiastically sup-
ported by Nigel Stephenson and Sus-
anne Stebbing in founding it in 1959.
He was Luforo's first president and
edited its duplicated bulletin. How-
ever, his interest was turning to psychic
matters and within about 18 months,
he had dropped out of active involve-
ment with Luforo and Nigel took over
the reins. In fact, it was Nigel who,
with a little help from other colleagues
including myself,, brought about the
Z-year transition of Luforo to Bufora,
this being completed in t964. Roy
has authored a biography on the British
Medium entitled Medium Rare, as well
as a major opus One Hund,red Years of
Spiritualism. He also writes a monthly
column on Spiritualism for Prediction.

General Review
The dust jacket says' . . . . this book
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prwides a balanced history of the afiole
UFO business.' At first glance it
looks like a picturesque medley. A
random peep reveals a colour painting
of rocket ships landing amongst the
pyramids of Egypt, while on the next



page there is a 1907 airship. Turn
over again and there is Christopher
Columbus on the deck of the Santa
Maria. Another turn of the page re-
veals a painting spread over two pages
of a giant catherine wheel in the sky
over a paddle-steamer. In fact, the
reference it illustrates probably refers
to a sighting of bio-luminescent plank-
ton, a curious water-borne phenom-
enon. Not only these examples from
Chapter Four, but also the spectacular
double-spread paintings ranging
through the book, will stimulate the
imagination, panicularly of younger
readers. IJnfortunately they indulge
in excessive use of'artist's licence.'

The book opens sensationally with the
encounter of USAF pilot Captain
Thomas Mantell, but does go on to
mention after a few pages, that his
death might have been caused by a
then, still classified, skyhook balloon.
Chapter One goes on to summarise, in
a relatively restrained manner, other
cases from the late forties and early
fifties in the USA, and how the Air
Force reacted to them.

The coloured drawing on page 125
ought to make a few full-blooded males
pause for a moment. Staring up from
the page is a nicely proportionedblonde
lady in a skin-tight green jump-suit.
She represents the friendly space-
woman contactee Howard Menger
claims to have met in New Jersey in
t946. Eight other cartoon-character
anthropoids-who have also found
their way into Chapter Seven which
includes the Pascagoula encounter of
1973-are illustrated to show the
range of saucer occupants.

A colour version of the Piri Reis map
is included in Chapter Three, with an
example of the Nazca Lines, and I felt
that the subject marter could have been
used as a stafting point for a separate
book in this series. Certainly there is
no lack of 'Chariots of the Gods'
genre of material. Overall, the book
seems to cover fairly uncritically, many
facets of the UFO puzzle and seems to
be orientated towards the spacecraft
hypothesis. As a general introduction,
and as an interesting picture book, it
probably serves its purpose. How-
ever, it would have no more than curi-
osity value to the serious researcher
seeking in-depth material.

Ten years yot'rg!
SIGAP-the Surrey Investigation
Group on Aerial Phenomena, celebrated
its tenth anniversary on !(/ednesday 11
May, with a buffet dinner at the Pros-
pect Country Club, Ash Vale. $/ell-
attended by past and present Sigap
members, a very pleasant evening was
spent renewing old acquaintances and
partaking of the excellent fare pro-
vided by Omar Fowler and the Sigap
'team.' Tributes to Sigap's work in
the field of UFO investigation were
paid by several of the invited guests,
including Alan Fossey of the British
UFO Documentation Centre: Norman
Oliver, Bufora Journal editor, and
Charles Bowen, editor of Flying Saucer
Review. We wish Sigap well, con-
gratulate them on past achievements and
look forward to their twentieth anni-
versary celebrations in 1987.

May I apologise to those whose contributions have been held over or omit-
ted. As we are in the middle of a flap period I feel that whilst this continues
emphasis should_be place4 on the reports themselves and on our investig-
ators, many of whom are having an extremely busy time.-Ed.
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Report-Extra !
From hedge-hoppers to humanoids . . . . !
Currently there is a huge variety of
reports coming in: a very gratiSring
state of affairs, but one, nevertheless,
which makes selection doubly difficult.
Certainly, though, the sub-title is well-
justified. So-let's begin with the
' hedge-hoppers ' and work our way up.

Movement 
^i^i"*Yrro RJones Pugh

OB'ECT g*A?FD

U K€ A FOOTBALL
.' TIAT Movs
Ar ALL ANqLES.

The variety of cases from Wales in
general and the Pembroke area in
particular has been amazing, and RIC
Randall Jones Pugh can scarcely have
had time to interview one set of wit-
nesses before having further repofts
thrust upon him, and our first item
comes from Herbrandston, Milford
Haven.

Deborah Swan, aged 13, was with her
brother and five friends on 14 April
last: it was around half-past six in the
evening, and after having been in the
park for a while, they'd decided to ex-
plore, since there had been so many
reports of weird happenings that they
thought they'd like to try to find this
'Outer Space Thing.' Having gone
a liale way from the park, two of their
friends decided to go home as the
atmosphere'began to get scary.' The

8
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Presented by Nortnan Oliaer

others continued on under a couple of
barbed-wire fences, across a potato
field and down a bank. From there,
in Deborah's words . . . .' There was
something in the field opposite out of the
ordinary. I haoe neoer seen anything
like ir before in my life . . . . I thought
it was my eyes playins a trick-but it
u)asn' t,t

' The most astonishing thing about it was
the colour, which was a brilkant gleaming
siloer. The shape was like a round foot-
ball and also the mooements. It
mwed at all angles-backanrds, front-
wards, left to right: . . . . as we mooed,
it moved as well-for example, if we
mooed to the left, so did this thing: if we
mozsed to the right it did the same. W'e
thm ran back as fast as we could . . . .

zrse didn't hestitate to look back, but just

----/- t, kePt running with fright.'

-'--'")r.***
Hedge-hopping sphere

o\
o

o

"^"J.'.1"--- Ir o",I"^

On 27 November 1976 Mr G W Taylor
had the following experience and I
quote his words since as an example of
conciseness they would be hard to
better:

" Tranelling by cu on 438 from Truro
to ztillage of Zelah (Cornwall): cm speed



app 40 mph. Time app 8 pm. Passen-
ger wife. Sphere passed in front of car:
white light. Wife noticed it first: didn't
say anything till I said,'lYhat the Hell's
that ?' Sphere about the size of a foot-
ball: aery low to the ground and hedge-
hopping: aisible I0 seconds. No sound:
no electrical distwbances. Road clear.
No oncoming trffic or oehicles to reqr.
No road lighting.

Not a reflection from windscreen. Nor
afiare. No electrical storm or lightning.
Concord boom recorded 9.04 pm. Cor-
rect to flight time 27.l,1.76. Other
booms also recorded not on Concord's
flight time. Last one recorded 7-58 pm
25.4.77. Single boom only. Concord
gioes two within 4 mins. If I could haoe
stood on car bonnet I could haae touched
it. Assessment of size l2 inch diameter."

***
Octagonal obiect

This object then moved out of sight
over some houses. Gary continued
down the road to Parsloes Park, from
where lights could be seen some way
away in the sky. Then a 'g1sf1 '-
apparently one of the white lights pre-
viously seen-flew above him: thiswas
S-sided with a white light flashing on
each ' wing,' also having a strip of red
at the front and rear first glowing
brighter then darker: the colour of the
object was light grey. After it had
disappeared into the distance, Gary
went on to Becontree station, which is
on a hill, and observed 10 lights (white
and red) in a 180" arc on the horizon.
Total duration of sightings-3S mins.
The only sound heard was that of a
' jet-like whistle.'

***
Shefreld' flashing cigar'

Ina J lVhitlam

"",-;"- \ j

{ LrqHr qRE/ .RAFT
l_V\

,a wtre rlqr{ iq

^- 
a**i. **,, 

trc{ o{ Erh H'\

Wednesday, 2 March 1977. At Dag-
enham, Essex, Gary James, aged l7t,
saw a white light accompanied by a
smaller red flashing light 45'above the
horizon. The time was 7.15 pm.
These two lights were then joined by
another two: each red light was close to
the white light at an angle of 75" and
four such formations were seen during
the next half-hour. The lights broke
formation and one of the red lights
flew over Gary at low speed: the shape
was not clear, but the underside con-
sisted of about eight circular holes
which 'glowed from red to black.'

The description of this sighting, in the
words of the witness, John Rothwell,
of Intake, Sheffield, runs thus:

" About 5.40 pm on 21.1.77 it was aI-
ready beginning to get dark when I
spotted the objeu in the high sky. There
were no clouds and the sky utas full of
stars. My first reaction was a normal
one, but it soon changed qs there tpas no
sumd of an mginc of any kind. I
grabbed my binoculars for a closer look.

continued oztuleaf
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Thc UFO was rotghly cigar-shaped, but
had bhnted mds. It came from the south
and appeared from nouhere, As I
focussed my binoculars, a faint blue tint
ftrst caught ffiy eye as the outline became
clearer. Though the craft appeared
aero-dynarnic in shape, it had neither
one end nor the other, making me belieue
it was probably circular if looked at
anially: it traaelled aery slously and.
sntoothly.

Thne were no appendages or bints of
landirry gear. Unlike plancs, which haoe

frames in between each zaindgw, this
cvaft had onc long opening wer its full
lmsth (and.-if circular-probably all
round). A bright yellru flash was enit-
rcd from this openhg, followed by a
duller glow. These flashes wre repeated
but there was no regular discernible
sequente: somedmes thryt follou:ed im-
mediately on onc enaths, sornet;mes
there was a wait of up to tm seconds.
Smallr, more rapid flashes seemed to
follw both abooe and behind the n af t, but
not in front. There was no noise and the
loat speed wcts constctnt, accottttting for
the long period of obsuaation.

After mwing away very slcwly nmth-
wards and aPParmtly ' hwering' for
sometimc behind trees (nw ' flashing'
lnore than @fi), it disaPPemed as

rnyst*iously as it had arriaed. Before
hotming, it hadn't slorped doan' it had
j ust stopped abruptly."

***
Maidstone ' mass' 

Iro I c^tr,
Robert Cole was on his way home at
Maidstone on 3 February 1977 at
6.42 pm after garaging his father's car,
when, as he. crossed the grass verge
outside Welland House, he saw a dome-
shaped object 'with a dark mass' and
a red flashing light in the cenre,
uavelling from west to .east. There
was no sound. It appeared to be very
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low, and as it neared the western hori-
zon, an orange light curved eastwards
from it: as he went behind the flats, it
seemed to be coming in his direction.
Robert went to the washing area in
order to get a better view, but both
objects abruptly disappeared.

***
' Flashing egg-yolk'

Im: RJones Pugh

t?.-." tur*y qrry.-r-*
rltn'r T. !{6_:-.-

on e Febru 
^ry 

e;, :;;;; 
""*-broke Comprehensive School whose

hobby is drawing, went to school at
about 8.45 am. He was quite eady
and few people were about. After
walking around for a while, he heard a
brnzing noise and looked round to see
a'plate or saucer-shaped UFO' mostly
silvtr.' It had yellow-green lights on
the side and 'kind of retro-rockets.'
On top of the craft was a ' round thing
like an egg-yolk.' This was mostly
grey, but flashed to white. The wit-
ness tried to find someone else to con:



firm the report, but by the time he
had done so, the obiect had disappeared.
The whole incident lasted abbut 45
seconds. The object was sharply de-
fined and 'stayed completely still but
revolved.' Vitness noticed that birds
nearby were disturbed.

***
Walthamstow disc

. Inv A Collins

Though apparently first sighted and
drawn from a second floor window by
two designers some six years ago, it
was only recently that three further
witnesses were located and interviewed,
largely due to the persistence of Andy
Collins and Barry King. The date of
the original report was 19 November
1971, but due to the lapse of time, the
witnesses could not confirm this, and
indeed, were inclined to place the
occurrence a couple of months earlier.
Other features, however, seem to show
that the reports are of the same object.

On the afternoon concerned, all three
witnesses, Mrs Hazel Piggott, Mrs
Jaquel, Charles and Mrs Lorraine
Monksfield were travelling along Forest
Road, Walthamstow towards Spruce
Hill Road, where two of them lived.
They were returning home from a
babies' clinic. Hazel Piggott's two-
year-old child suddenly pointed up at
the sky, indicating to his mother that
she should look. On glancing up to-
wards the south, they could see,
around 1,000-1,500 feet up, a disc
'cruising' towards them. They des-
cribed it as a silver-grey, or even gun
metal in colour, and it had a large rim
with a dome on top. Mrs Piggott
thinks there may also have been a
dome on the underside: no other pro-
tuberances were noted.

The witnesses watched the object for
perhaps two to three minutes as it
came from the Technical College area,

\
\\

posrrgt-) 
A bohEuilbERNfAfr

crossed right over them and then dis-
appeared behind trees near the Guard-
r'or? newspaper offices. One of the
witnesses thought the object hovered
for a short while, but cannot now be
certain. All agreed it was travelling
at the speed of a light aircraft and there
was no sound at all.

***

Doncaster t diaqnond t

Ina S Throu;q

Mr Thrower has written in to give full
details of an unusual repon investig-
ated in May 1975referring to a sighting
made by three fourteen-year-old boys
on.14 January 1975 at 6.30 pm. He
wntes:

" The sighting oicurued near Bmtley
Colliry in a field behind Victoria Road:
map reference 569073 app. The boys
were playing in the field whm they be-
came aware of a afiite light rohich lit
the field up. Looking up into the cloudy
sky thEt saw a diamond-shaped object
' about the size of an 44 sheet of paper.'
It tpas at cloud level and was described
indepmdently by each boy, all of whom
gaae the same draaing.

continued ooerleaef
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It then seemed to get bigger and the boys

felt it was going to land: it'made a' sort
of squme dance' fiise or six t'imes, each
square taking about two or three minutes
to complete.

Road, the main road between tVick-
ford and Basildon. John turned left
at the top of Larkswood Walk into
Hyde Way: then, when just about to
turn right into Park Drive, he glanced
up and caught sight of something in
the sky.

On his right, at an elevation of 50', was
a disc-shaped object, white in colour,
with a large glowing red dome in the
centre ofthe underside. On each side
of the rim were two red lights. There
also appeared to be a 'shimmering
effect' around its outside. The disc
was spinning on its axis and it looked as
though there were lines, alternately
long and short, underneath it. These
seemed actually engraved into the disc.

The object was moving slowly, in the
same direction as the boy. Suddenly
it swooped across to his left, then car-
ried on moving in the same direction.
John then turned left into Park Drive,
and the next time he looked up, the
disc had disappeared, so he entered the
paper shop and, having bought the
tobacco, went outside to refi.rrn home.

The disc reappeared, this time on his
left and he decided to run back home.
He crossed into Park Drive from Nev-
enden Road, then evidently the object
swooped across again to the right, and
from then on, appeared to follow him
all the way down Park Drive and most
of Hyde Way, where, he said, it almost
seemed to stop spinning and remained
nearly motionless before again spin-
ning fast and continuing on its Qourse.
John last saw it going out ofview to the
north behind some houses.

He rushed into his house in a state and
his father immediately asked him what
was wrong. John started relating his
story, and striaght away his father ran
into the front garden to try to see the
object: his son joined him. Together
they noticed three white lights in

continued on page 14
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After about ten to fifteen minutes the
object went out ' just like a teleoision
being switched off,' the purple Wht in
the centre being the last light to dis-
appear. No sound at all had been
heard. The boys were in the cenne of
the field and they felt they had 'been
seen.' One of the boys utas so frightened
that he almost had to be carried by his

fiends utho then ran ofr and went home.)'

***
Report from Wickford

Ina Andy Collins

S e e full- p ag e illus n ation
At about 5.45 pm on 6 December
1976, John Bailey, aged 10, set out
from his home in Larkswood Walk,
Vickford, Essex, to buy some tobacco
for his father, at a paper shop about a
quarter-of-a-mile away in Nevenden

t2
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formation travelling in an arc from the
south-west towards the nofth-west:
these were shortly followed by three
red lights in an exactly similar form-
ation, direction and course: these seem-
ed to be trying to catch up with the
first set. According to the father, both
sets \ilere much too large and strange-
looking for aircraft lights. This second
part of the sighting lasted for four
minutes, taking the time up to 6.08 pm,
the two incidents together covering
iust over twenty minutes.

***
Littlehaven Landing

Ino lY. G. Cale

lE3f oF
GrEEIrOUl(

About 7.50 am on Saturday,26 March,
1977, Mrs Josephine Hewison, having
been awake for some twenty minutes,
sat up in bed: it was a bright, sunny
morning, and, looking through the
bedroom window, she realised the
greenhouse in the adjacent field could
not be seen. A large object was
parked on the ground in front of it:
this was silver and like a ielly mould:
it had no windows or lights, nor were
there any signs of life around it.
There were three distinct layers to the
object which \ilas smooth and metallic
looking. Size was estimated at about
the size of the greenhouse plus fifteen
feet, which would give a total width of
at least thirty five feet. It towered
above the greenhouse like a double
decker bus. Mrs Hewison decided to
go closer to the window and in so doing
lost sight of the object for a few sec-
onds; in that time it disappeared and the
greenhouse and trays inside could again
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be seen. The object left no mark, not
even a broken twig. An interesting
point was that a pony which habitually
stands close to the gate of the field was
huddling close to the hedge some five
hundred yards away.

***
Pembroke pear-shape and
humanoid Ina RJones Pugh

I llustration onfr ont cw er by J ennif er Cook

Stephen Taylor was walking home
from a visit to his girlfriend on 13
March, 1977: the time was 9 pm and he
looked up to see a well-defined pear-
shaped object in the sky: this was
glowing and had an orange light
around it: there was scaftered cloud
about but some stars were visible.
He went into a friend's house to tell
him of his sighting but was not believed.
About half-a-mile further on he became
aware that something was blocking out
lights that he could usually see on the
horizon: he felt afraid but didn't know
why: then he realised the lights were
blocked out because of a black shape
grounded in a field nearby. This
appeared quite large, some twenty feet
by thirty to forty feet and there was a
dim glow around what seemed to be
the underside. Stephen continued
watching the object and lit a cigarette.
As he did so he heard a noise like some-
one walking on leaves and saw a figure
about six feet tall wearing a transparent
suit. He noticed it had very high
cheek bones and unnatural eyes.
Afraid, he struck out at the figure and
ran. His sighting at 9 pm had lasted
about five seconds: his encounter with
the landed craft and humanoid occurred
about 9.30 pm and lasted for a few
minutes.

Subsequently a nwnber of furthn inci-
dents haoe been reported including a
swm-foot tall sihter-suited figure appear-
ing at the living room windcas of Mr €x

Fr{.E rEouT lo frron octEal



Mrs Coombs of Rippuston Farm, Little
Haom: this atas about I am on a Sat-
{4ay ryratng andit was only afant days
befme that Mrs Cootnb's car had bim
f_ollornt! up tlu nack leading rc the farm
by a gloaing baU. lVhan tfu figuri was
sem at the windoro their dog, normally
yity, was agitated but oqy quiei.
Afterutards it wouldn't go outside.

***
In the last Journal I said I hoped to
present some American reports in this
issue. Space does not really allow me
much scope (does it ever ?), but I
would like to refer to a comparatively
little publicised repon-or rather seriei
of reports first brought to my aftention
by Lucius Farish. These came via
Stanley fngrams, a repofter on the
Tennessee paper The Pulaski Citizen
following the publication of a book
UFOs ooq the Tennessee Valley which
he co-authored with W A Darbro, a
space scientist at the Marshall Space
Flight Center.

The Swanner Story
Ingrams had come across a claim by a
David Swanner of telepathic contact
with aliens calling themselves Plantoes
who 'come from a Twin Earth'-a
planet almost the same as our own on
the opposite side ofthe sun to ourselves
and in the same orbital plane. (Please,
please, don't write to me to sa.y such a
planet doem't exist-I hnoat it's 99.9%
reatn'ing irnpossible !). The Plantoes
neady side-step this, though, by stating
that during an atomic war some 60
years ago, they erected a form of atomic
screen which both rendered their
planet safe from attack and made it
invisible: the screen is alleged also to
make our equations come out wrongly!
But-as I wrote in a recent editorial-
claims of contact from more improbable
realms not infrequently appear to have
a greatef degree of confirmation than
others, and so it is in this case.

Swanner first claimed to have been
contacted telepathically on 17 January,
1974. He is married, now aged 3i,
with two daughters aged 13 and 5. H;
lives in an isolated secrion of North-
Vest Giles County, Tennessee, 5 miles
from the nearest phone at the end of a
rough driveway in the middle of woods.
He works for ten hours a day as a
factory hand. He was 'told' ihat he
had been watched by extra-terrestrials
since he was 14 and had an 'unusual
mind': he was to pass information
given to him on to Ingrams: informat-
ion which at this point only concerned
the old theme of misuse of atomic
e,nergy, the idea being that Ingrams
should publicise such information since
the US Government were keeping the
facts secret-again a well-worn theme.

On 25 January, 1974 a phone call was
received by The Pulaski Citizen-
Ingram's paper, saying the caller had
witnessed Swanner entering a slowins
white ball in the woods, ha"vinidrivefi
up to it in his truck. Ten minutes
later the thing returned, Swanner
alighted and re-entered the truck: the
caller had taken the number of the
truck hence the other details were est-
ablished. On being quesrioned,
Swanner remembered nothing of this
experience, though a second witness
was located who had been farther down
the track in the woods and had seen a
white flash. On 6 February, 1974,
Swanner claims he was invited aboard
a domed disc about 20-25 feet in dia-
meter and given a physical examination
of some sort with x-ray type pictures
projected on a screen. This iime he
was apparently treated to a 45 minute
trip to Hawaii and back.

On his return it was suggested to him
by Ingrams that he should ask for
something tangible in the way of proof,
and several weeks later was given a
small metal pellet as he was on his way
to work before daylight. He was told,
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' this is what you asked for' and that
it was 'blown' on the outside of their
craft as a form ofheat shield, containing
three ingredients. Ingrams gave cut-
tings from the pellet to four diferent
people, and, according to his column
of 2 October, 1974, 'The first two
reports are in agreement. Howeoer, I
haoe reason to belieae that they got to-
gether and agreed upon the report, euen
though there was doubt in their minds as

tu the eccuracy of the determination . . . .

Thc report from the third sample deter-
rruined it to be an alloy and gave the two
metals inztoloed, their percentage in the
alloy and the purity which was 99'99oA.'

The Plantoes are allegedly between 4j
and 5$ feet in height, weigh 100-150
pounds and have a life-span of around
125-175 years. They are stated to be
white, about 1500 years ahead of us in
technology and experts at mental tele-
pathy-and it may be a significant
point that whilst it is alleged they could
not communicate directly with Ingrams,
they were once reported as saying they
could 'put ideas into his head.' It
was claimed they had 13 different
models of craft, and certainly in the
sightings and contacts reported no two
were of a similar design.

Other contacts with the Plantoes were
reported to Ingrams including some by
a close relative who was contacted tele-
pathically several times, and who on 20
March, 1974 walked on to a football
field and 'was about two-thirds of the
way dwsn the field rphen suddmly I was
in the ship-until then I hadn't seen it
. . . . I heard the door close and there
were thc two little men' (The ' contacts
of this witness were allegedly called
Alton and Tombo). This meeting
resulted in a trip to Northern Australia
and back. Later, on 5 May, 1974' the
same witness was guided to a landed
UFO near a farm in Giles CountY, a
UFO some 75 to 100 feet long and foot-
ball-shaped. At these and a later
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meeting information was given to be
relayed to Ingrams. This was for him
to publish and ranged from information
about scientific research to MIB, as well
as predictions of earthquakes and
similar happenings: latterly such infor-
mation is said to have become increas-
ingly unreliable and Ingrams now
considers it probable he is being
deliberately 'fed ' false information.

The foregoing is not by any means a
complete summary of the 'Planto
saga '-further details of this and other
US claims will be published as space
permits. Many may reject this type of
ieport out of hand: personally I find
them very worthy of study in anY
event-whether they are true in whole
or in part, whether they are consciously
or unconsciously made up by the' con-
tactees' or whether the wool is being
pulled over our eyes by the entities
concerned. \Uhat does intrigue me is
that in many reported contact cases,
the 'aliens' display a remarkable
degree of omniscience, claiming to be
able to explain many Fortean phen-
omena from the Bermuda Triangle to
the Yeti: this would, of course, be
permissible if they were all to give the
same explanations-but they don't!
Further, their omniscience usually
stops short of being aware of the
existence of most of the other groups
of aliens who, over the last decade or
so, are stated to have honoured us with
their presence. Nevertheless, I con-
sider a study of contactee reports-
and the contactees themselves-is more
likely to bring us closer to a solution of
the UFO mystery than almost any
other approach.

Our next Report Extra will include
details of the suspected landing and
trace case at Hainault, Essex on
Tuesday, 3 May, 1977 investigated bY
Barry King.



Uforum
6 An Elf in Chap's Clothing'
I read with interest the report on the
alleged contacr at Farnborough which
appeared in the Jan/Feb 1976 issue of
the Journal. Given that it is still
considered genuine, I would like to
make some comments on the case-
e_specially regarding the name used by
the entity. This, as you will recali
was either Freka or Alfreka.

Sometime after seeing this article
I happened to read Hobgoblin and
Sweet Puck by Gillian Edwards-a
book tracing the evolution of fairy
names and belief through history.
Among a list of Saxon elf-names in
Chapter three I came upon: 'Aelfric,
(translated), elf-king or elf-ruler: as
Alfric re-borrowed from the French as
Auberon or Aubrey.'

Another case of Keel's Ultra-terrestrial
name-juggling or a further boost for
Magonia ?

Nick Malmet
Watsup-IVessex

Association for the
srudv of ufifry:#;I

Dear Sir,

I read your article in Vol 5 No 6 with
great interest (Up, Down, Around
or . . . . ?). At the close you ask, ' . .are
we asking the right questions ? ' I feel
we are asking all the right questions
but one: that is, 'where do you think

UFOs come from ? Of course, Bufora
is working on various hypotheses, but
I feel these have remained in the dark
with no one saying ' I have it' and
laying themselves open to ridicule.

Many people have their own theories
and therearesome who think they have
solved the UFO mystery. $7hat I
consider we should do next is to pool
all the theories into a 'think tank'-and
make different theories known to
members. (Through the Journal ?).
These should then be criticised, ex-
amined and questioned by all members.

Eventually the theory (ies) most pop-
ular will be unquestionable, and af this
stage we shall be near to solving the
UFO mystery. I have my own theory
. . . . and would like to hear those of
other members.

Stephen Daais
Ilkston, Derby

Nice to knout someone reads my editorials,
Stephen ! I'm not at all sure, though,
that the most popular theory would turn
out to be unquestionable: nor would ute be
a/ty neqrer prcuing it. In Vol 3 No 12
(Autumn 1973) I connibuted an article
'Take your pick' which listed at least
eleoen different rheories: you might like
to send for this back number. Certainly,
though, I will bear in mind the idea of
setting out differem theories and their
pros and cons in the Journal-Ed.

l977lt978 Lecture Series: Kensington Central Library, Campden Hill
Road, W8:
Saturday, 3 September,l977. 7 pm: THE UFO MYSTERY-SOLVED ?

Speaker: Ian Grant. Chairman: Norman Oliver, nnas.

Saturday, 1 October, 1977. 7 pm: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY.
Speaker: jean-Luc Delrieu (Special guest from France). Chairman:
C A E O'Brien, cBE cr MA FGS FRAS.
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Godc No. Dete Tlme Place Report Investlgator/
Credlt

Ijncoded Unknown Early Dawn Hanley, Stafts Cylindrical grey obiect

Uncoded Smmer
1944

I 145 St lves,
Hutingdon

Dilk grey ball shape B4c

Unoded r9s8/59 1800/1815 Newcastle, Staffs Descending orange
obiect

Uncoded Dec 1965 App 2000 Cmkstown,
Co Tyrone

Hovering tilted
' saucet '

MrLEs JoHNsroN

Uncoded Smmer
1968 or 6!

Evening Mrlow, Bucks 'Fircball' UFosrs

7+t43 Nov 1974 1900 Tmkerton, Kent Three light-blue
triangles

c4b V MARTIN

7+t44 Sm 1974 Dawn Dagenhm, Ess* Ormge cigr C3c B KING

74-146 Mid-1974 0100-0200 Bmdoran, NI Round, glowing white-
grey obiect

T CULnN

75-259 1.1 1.75 2252 Belfast, N.I. Five gold oval obiects BuFoRA, N.I.

7s-2@ 28.11.75 1721 Belfast, N.I Very bright red obiect M DUFFY

76-349 2.11.76 0130 Maidstone, Kent Huge drk red obiect
emitting ray

76354 24_10.76 2230 Upminster, Essex Spherical ormge obiect C4a A CoLLrNs

76-3s5 27.11.76 0? 15 rfl/ickford, Essex Pink crescent-shaped
obiect

c4b BoB EAsroN

7G3s6 t.lt.76 1945 Draycott, Staffs Elongated light(s) C,lc D JAMES

7G359 31.12.76 1750 Cheadle. Staffs Duk obiect with
lights md legs

C4c D fAMEs

76-360 2.8.76 2000-2130 Dudley, Staffs Two round md one
grey obiect

c4b D JAMFS

76-36t 8.10.76 0330 lfaminster, \trilts Moving light near
ground level

B3b A CoLLTNS/
B KING

76-362 29.11.76 o745 E Malling, Kent Small white-yellow
disc

A4a J HrPKrss/
J CASTD

76.362 b 29.11.76 0200 Gravesend, Kent Bright white diamond
shape

A4a B BASTER

7G362 (c) 29.11.76 0315 Gravesend, Kent Rowd white obiect A4a L DIE

76-362 29.11.76 0320 V Kingsdown, Kent Very bright white
obiect

A4a L DAI-B

7G362 29.11.76 0320 W Kingsdown, Kent Very bright whitc
obiect

A4a S J BATEMAN

76364 6.6.76 2230 Crooklmds,
Cmbria

Bright moving ball
with tail

C4a N SGP$N$N

7G365 31.12.76 1900 Congleton,
Cheshire

Three bright ormge
lits

C,lc P RoGERs,
UFosB

76-367 12.10.76 2030 Dudley,
V Midlands

Round ormge
obiect

M PRITCSARD,
UFoSIS

76-369 12.1o.76 2000 Dudley,
rilr Midlands

ItrThite pulsating ball c4b M PRITCHARD,
UFosrs

76-370 1.7.76 22W Sdlins, Eirc ' Desending red cloud c4b T HIGGINS

7G371 1.7.76 2325 Sallins, Eire Red, white obiect dcs-
ccndins and ascendir

T HIffiINS

Si$htin$ Summaries Presentation by Pauline Grego

ascending
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Code No Dstc Tlme Placc Rcport Clase Invesdgator,l
Credlt

76-371 1.7.76 232s Sallins, Eire Red, white obiect des-
cmdirg md ascending

T HrccrNs

76-372 3.7-76 Midnight Nr. Sallinr, Eirc Lrge red oval object T HrccrNs
7G373 31.1o.76 l9r 5 Sallins, Eirc Desccnding red obiects

J HTND

76-374 31.1o.76 2200 Dublin, Eire Red undulating obiect
76374 31.1O-76 2200 Dublin, Eire Red undulating obicct
76-174 31.10.76 220{) Dublin, Eire Rcd udulating obicct
77-@7 25.1.77 o728, Pemith,

Cmbria
Slow-moving hazy

' headlamp '
77-008 9.1.77 1855 Huntingdon, Staffs Manoeuvering red lit c4b D TAMBS

77-OO9 20-21.t,77 2r3010400 Pcnkull, Staffs Bright ovoid light c4b D JaMls
77-OtO 26.1.77 o845 Bclper, Dcrbyshire Silver bullet shape C4c S M DAvrs
77411 7.2.77 1230 Newcastle, Staffs Manoeuvering cigar-

shape changing colou
c4b D JAMTS

77-Ol2 5.2,77 2055 Porthill, Staffg Bright obiect C4c D JAM'S
77-Ot3 14.2.77 t437 Southend, Esscx Oval, descending obiect C.tc A Co[.rNs
77414 13.2.77 2015 Baking, Essex Gold stuJike object c4b B KING
77-Ot5 3.2.77 1842 Maidstone, Kent Dome-shaped ' mass '

with red light
C4c J CAsrB

77-Ot6 7.2.77 )tl < Beusted, Kent Manoeuvering obicct
with red, whitc lights

c4b J Casnr

77-Ot7 3.1.77 204.s-2105 Smethwick, Staffs Bright'lieht bulb' C4c R M CRooK

77-gt8 3.2.77 1736 lleanor,
Derbyshire

Flming red elliptiel
obtect

C4c S M Davrs

77-Ol9 3.2.77 2000-21 30 Homchuch.
Essex

Dull oval emitting
red spot

c4b Bos EAsroN

77-O20 t7.2.77 2030 Granthm, Lincs Oval rotating obiect c4b
P HuDsoN

77-O20 17.2.77 2030 c4b
77-O24 16.3.77 r450 Ruchill Park.

Glasgow
Silver-grey ' ioincd

oblongs '
c4b T O'NsrLL

77-O25 16.r.77 1600 Hyde Park,
London

Two hovering ' boom-
ermgs '

c4b J SHAW

77-026 5.2.77 2330 ttrTelling, Kent Duk oval with lights c4b
77-O27 4.3.77 2020-2t50 Chipperfield, Herts Brilliant round object C4t A CoilrNs
77-029 3.3.71 l8 15 Romford, Essex Dut shape with

ormge lights
C3c B KING

77-0tl 4.3.77 1800 Chadwcll Heath,
ESSq

Silvery oblong C3c B KING

77-O32 23.2.77 1920 Rainhm, Essex Pairs of orange lits c3b B KING

77433 2.3.77 2130 East Ham, London Two white lights C3c B KTNG

77-034 2.3.77 1845 Dagenham, Essex Orange lits c3b B KING

77-O3S 2,3.77 19 15 Dagenham, Essex Octagon with lights C2c B KING

77-036 Fcbruarv
1977 ' 1845 Stroud, Glos Two hovering objects

with ormge light
c4b G A BAKER

n-o37 24.1.77 0850 Trowbridge, Vilts Moving ' smoke-ring ' c4b G A BAruR

cmtinud ovnleal
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Code No Date Time Placc Report Investigator/
Credlt

77-038 (a 5.1.77 1900 Naas, Ehc Oval flashing obiect

T HIGGINS77-038 s.1.77 1900

77-O38 5.1.77 1900

77-O39 14.2.77 1005 Benfleet, Essex Shiny bullet-shaped
object

c3b

P. O'Grady
77-O39 14.2.77 1005 Benfleet, Essex Shiny bullet-shaped

object
c3b

77-O40 5.3.77 2150 Long Newton,
Clevelmd

Round blue disc c4b T WHITAKER,
BuFoRA, Yotks

17-O4l 2t.1.7'l 1740 Intake. Yorks Blmt cigar-shape C4c . E STHTTLAM

74-143 Nwember 1974. 19.00.
Tankerton

Stuart Valler and a friend were walking in
Tankerton, when both noticed three flashing
sharplv-defined uiangles moving south-east
abovre'the tree-line of a wood, about one mile
away, in triangular formation. The sighting
lastCd about fifteen seconds, ending when the
obiects moved upwards into cloud.

Ina V Martin

76-349 2l Nooernber 1976. 01.30.
Maidstone, Kent.

The witness sighted a huge, round and sharply
defined dark red mass flying very fast over-
head and abruptly coming to a halt. It then
proiected a dark red ray onto a nearby farmer's
field. As the ray moved further away, it
became lighter in colour, going from red to
orange. The object continued on a westerly
courae, speeded up and faded into the distance'

Ina V Martin

76-355 27 Noaember 1976. 07.15.
lVhkford, Essex.

On the morning of 27 November, Mrs Howell
had iust finished serving early-morning tea,
when Mrs Longmure entered the kitchen,
glanced out of the window, and noticed a pink
crescent-shaped obiect in the sky moving east.
She immediately drew Mrs Howell's atten-
tion to the obiect, and they both watched it
manoeuvering for about flve minutes, after
which the obiect moved upwards, disappear-
ing into some cloud' 

Inzt Bob Easton

76-362 29 Nwember 1976. 07.45.
East Malling and Graoesend.

Miss Ann Smith was cycling to work at East
Malling Research Station on 29 November at
07.45, when she noticed a bright light above
the Station buildings in the western sky.
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She observed it for about four seconds, after
which it disappeared, reappearing in the same
position five seconds later, somewhat brighter.
At Gravesend the same day, Mr Burton saw a
bright object come into view from the north
at 02.00, carrying out various manoeuvers
and beaming a very bright blue ray down to
the ground five times, each beam lasting five
to ten seconds. He called the police, who
also saw something, but could not confirm
the blue rays. Their sighting was of an
apparently round, bright object travelling
westwards for about twenty seconds.

Ino J Hipkiss,
J Castle, B Baster, L Dale

77-014 13 Febrwy 1977. 20.15.
Barking, Essex.

Mr Bessent was casually looking out of his
south-facing window, when he noticed a
star-like obiect, deep yellow-gold in colour,
hovering above the high-rise flats in front of
him. He stood watching for a few seconds,
when the object began to move slowly east-
wards in a straight line. After calling hiswife
they both watched as the 'star' arced up:
wards ten to fifteen degrees, then 'flared up '
to about twice its original size and brilliance.
This took three to four seconds. The obiect
then became very small, turned red and was
lost to view. Within ten seconds, the whole
episode was repeated exactly' when finally, as
fplane flew past, the light overtook the plane
at two or three times its speed.

Ina Barry King

77-024 16 March 1977. 14.50.
Rucfuill Park, Glasgow.

\fitness was sitting on a park bench with her
two-year-old child in Ruchill Park, when she
hearil a noise resembling a plane, although
there was a noticeable difference in sound.
On looking up, she observed a stange huge
obiect, fairly low and moving fast, though not



unysually _so. It was long, shaped like two
oblong balloons joined toeither.^but hazv in
the middle, and she had ihe impression 'that
there were one or two triangular shapes
pointing__ up from the middle through ihe
haze. She described it as unreal l6okins.'like something out of a science-fictioin
movie.' The object then went behind some
cloqd,.dipping lower, and finally disappearing
behind trees and bushes- 

Ina T O'Neilr

77-025 16January 1977. 16.00.
Hyde Park, London.

'Witness and her friend were watching a flock

Lecture Summaries
Bufora Research Evening
5 March, 1977

Once again this evening, in which
short papers on various topics of a
research nature wefe presented, proved
of great interest. There were three
papefs, and each speaker managed to
provide some stimulus for discussion
afterwards.

David Viewing has given some excel-
lent talks to Bufora in the past, but
perhaps none more controveisial than
this one. He entitled it The Future
of UFO Inoestigation-some proposals.
In it he called for the abandonment of
all UFO Research groups-although
he did recognise that this proposal
might not prove too popular! His
reasoning was that our aim was to
prove the extra-terrestrial hypothesis
(which is of course not the aim of
Bufora) because there was no support
for any other theory (something *hicn
many strongly disagree with). In
order to do this a more rigorous sifting
of data had to be done, and non-ufo
reports should never be published. It
was this self-created noise which was
hiding the signal of potentially sign-
ificant ETH reports. According to his
scruples, even the Condon Commiftee
had not done enough sifting, and the

of birds when, noticing that one of them was
stationary, realised it was no bird. Thev
then thought it might be a kite, but it was to6
high and rhere was no wind. For this reason.
and that it was motionless, a glider was also
ruled out, as was a plane. fhey then con-
sidered the possibility of a weather balloon,
but it was the wrong shape. As thev watched.
they noticed a second obiect furthei awav and
possibly higher, the same ' boomeians,
shape. With neither obiect movine. th"ev
watched for some ten minutes until they be--
came bored.

Ino J Shaw

Jenny Randles

only method of achieving this was to
create a professionalised investigation
team free from the quasi-religious
membership which appears ro surround
ufo groups. It should be noted in
this respect that Bufora is working
along these lines-whilst at the same
time not abandoning its group structure

-so as to provide highly skilled invest-
igators by development of the training
programme.

Mark Stenhoff, Bufora Council mem-
ber, then provided some thoughts on
presenting the ufo problem to the
scientific community. He had used
some psychology tests on physicists and
ufologists, in separate samples, to look
at their aftitudes. He found the ufo-
logists less objective, more paranoiac,
more religious and more prone to
accept borderline phenomena. The
results were not conclusive as the
samples were small, but I doubt if
anyone would be terribly surprised by
them. However, they do indicate 

-a

definite belief polarisation between
ufology and science. Ufology needs
to be more self-critical. Reports will
have to be written in scientific term-
inology if they are to be palatable to
science. They must also be based
purely upon the assumption that they
represent a new physical phenomenon,

2t



not necessarily a particular hypothesis.
The biggest problem will be to over-
come the scientific tendency to pass
the buck if direa relevance to a
scientist's field of study is not shown.
Attempts must be made to show this
relevance.

The evening closed with Robert Digby
giving some information on the contin-
gency plans for dealing with landing
cases with traces. He also looked at
some of the problems inherent within
trace analysis and investigation.

***

UFOs-The Photographic
Evidence. Robert Digby 2 April,
1977

Following on from his highly popular
lecflrre at the Birmingham Conference
last Autumn, Bob provided some more
insights into the problem of analysis of
photographic cases. He also illustrated
the talk profusely, which greatly in-
hanced the presentation.

In general terms he stated that invest-
igators were too ready to accept photo-
graphs as proof of what the witness says
that he saw. In fact this need not be so
and from their analysis the percentage
of identifiable or hoax photographs is
the same as the percentage for non-
photographic reports-about 90%.
Of course hoaxing is a far greater
problem with photographs, and it is be-
coming something of a schoolboy hobby
to fake ufo pictures. The case of Alex
Birch, who for ten years fooled all
expefts with his photograph until
admitting a hoax on television shows
the dangers. Investigators need to be
very wary of ufo photographs.

The requirements for a good ufo case
were illustrated. These are:-
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1. Two independent witnesses to the
taking of the photograph.

2. The original negative, plus the
whole film on which the ufo
section occurs, to be submitted to
qualified scientists for analysis.

3. Reference points on the photo-
graph with the alleged obiect.

4. At best a movie film, at second best
a series of still pictures.

One case did fit all of these criteria-
the famous Trinidad Island case where
photos were taken by a scientific survey
team during the International Geo-
physical Year.

To conclude, he explained how a
photographic analysis should be con-
ducted. Firstly, the photograph is
assessed for subjective potential. Then
all natural possibilities should be
examined, both for what may have
been photographed and for camera or
film defects. The possibility of hoax-
ing must then be carefully examined.
If these tests are passed the consistency
within the story and its relation should
be looked at, and tests to assess the
overall consistency should be applied.
It has, for example, been found that
photographs could not have been taken
because of the lighting conditions. A
good quality photographic case which
passes these tests is very imponant-
but a case which does not is most
misleading evidence if it is used in the
wrong way.

***

Lecnrres resume on Sat, 3 September:
see notice and lecfirre card.

***



Out of this world

Such was the title of a TV document-
ary on BBC 1 on Tuesday 10 May. In
places it did a very good job, and it was
refreshing to find most of the inter-
viewing unobtrusive and not weighted
against the ufologist. Unfortunately,
by accident or design (can one possibly
consider it accidental ?), the two sky-
watchers who opened and closed the
programme by scouring Box Hill for
UFOs with the aid of a photoflood
cum mini radio-telescope detector,
were the spitting and vocal images of
Dud and Pete! Neither did the ap-
pearance of the Aetherius Society
charging a prayer-power projector
do a great deal to enchance the scien-
tific image!

Nevertheless, much of the remainder
of the programme-though individual
contributions were obviously severely

cut-was well worth watching, and as
well as interviews with Mrs Bowles
and Mr Pratt of Winchester fame, and
Mrs Roestenberg, whose 1954 sighting
of a tilted craft above her house,-was a
' classic' of its type, Charles Bowen,
Gordon Creighton, Anhur Shuttle-
wood andtheEarl of Clancartywere also
featured, as too were various photo-
graphs and films.
To me, the best contributions came
from Mrs Roestenberg, whose clear-
cut account ofher experience I found
most impressive, and Charles Bowen
whor. though clearly ' cutr'- was- solidly
convincing even in areas such as the AVB
case where presentation is by no means
easy. Despite its faults, mainly due,
perhaps, to a desire on the part of the
producer to 'maintain a balancer' I
found the programme-once past the
prayer chants of Dr King and his
disciples-quite compelling viewing.

Norman Olioer.

d100 for grants: d30 for essays.

After becoming a limited company,
one of Bufora's major future targets is
charity status and the potential hnan-
cial advantages this can bring. As
finances improve, so will the amount of
our income that can be earmarked for
this much needed research incentive.
Donations for these schemes are still
welcome, and will be of direct help in
increasing the total finance available.

Lack ofspace prevents us giving greater
detail about these new ideas, but any
member particularly interested in ap-
plying for a research grant or contrib-
uting an essay, should write for a copy
of the grant application form and
conditions or for the essay competition
rules. These can be obtained from:
A R Pace, Director of Research,
Newchapel Observatory, Stoke-on-
Trent, Staffs.
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RESEARCH GRANT SCHEME AND ESSAY COMPETITION
In the May/June 1976 Journal, Vol 5,
No 1 a brief mention was made of an
appeal to sponsor research grants and
a research article competition. Al-
though the response was not as good as
was hoped, we have now launched the
Research Grants Scheme and Essay
Competition.

These schemes are intended to stim-
ulate active involvement in research
projects by individuals in the UK
working on their own or in groups at
home and utilising both existing liter-
ature and information from cases and
questionnaires selected from Bufora's
archives or indeed, from any other
sources.

The amount available for grants and
competition prizes in any year will de-
pend upon Bufora's financial situation
and initially the funds allocated for
both schemes are relatively small-



5th Edition

PROJECT

Enlarged to 192 pages.

" FLYING SAUCERS : Pub Dec 1976
An Analysis of the Air Force
BLUE BOOK SPECIAL REPORT No. 14

by Dr LroN DavnsoN

8$" x ll" paperbound. $s.9s

This is the twentieth anniversary edition of this classic book, irst published in 1956.
It contains the complete photocopy text of the infamous US Air Forge-Specia! Report'
No. 14 as first releas^ed in 1955, plus a selection ofimporrant tables and figures from that
report. Dr Davidons's original-1956 analysis is included, showing the statistical fallacies
of the study.

Among the items newly included in this Fifth Edition are . ' . .
. . , . Complete reprints of several articles by Dr Davidson, published in earlier years:
* IVHY I BELIEVE ADAMSKI " (1960). (\(/ith excerpts of letters from George

Adamski to Dr Davidson).

" STUDY OF A PRE-1947 SIGHTING " (1958). (The Roerich 1927 Himalavan
sighting).

" THE CIA BECOMES INVOLVED" (1958). (Radio signals analvsed bvUS agencies).
,,CAPT RUPPELT'S BOOK AND THE SECRET AGENCY" (1957). (ThCCIA

mislead the Air Force).

. . . . Partial reprints of significant portions of two US Government publications:

" IJFOs: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ". (Library of Congress' 1969).
* AIDS TO INDENTIFICATION OF FLYING OBJECTS;' (US Air Force, 1968).

IN ADDITION a// material from earlier editions is retained, including a full photocopy
of AFR 200-2 : many early USAF press releases : the Robertson Panel summary of 1953,
with letters from Calt Rulpelt and Dr Menzel; " Ary Open I etter to Saucer Researchers "
and " ECM-ICIA:UFO:' by Dr Davidson: the full 1966 and final 1969 Proiect Blue
Book Summary Reports; etc, etc.

AN ESSENTIAL BOOK FOR EVERY SAUCER RESEARCHER'S LIBRARY!
Available at $5.95 (US) or equivalent, from booksellers everywhere (1how this_advert)
or sent by surfac. mill, iost-piid, on receipt of an International Money Order or Banker's
Draft for $6'50 (US), directly from publisher.

BLUE-BOOK PUBLISHERS, Room 7F,64 Prospect St, rtrfhite Plains, NY 10606, USA

A recent report from the north of Chile tells of a corporal in charge of a
seven-man strong army unit who, after approaching two brilliant lights in
the desert, suddenly disappeared-watched by the other six. A quarter of
an hour later they saw him reappear, but with several days' beard growth

and the date on his watch five days ahead. On re-appearing' he lost con-
sciousness and when he recovered, kept repeating the words: ' the light, the

light,' followed by ' you n)ill neaer knowwho we are orwhere we come from but

we utill return again.'
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Silver Suited Beings-Now is the time !

Repons coming from the Pembroke
National Park area of Dyfed, (see
Report Exta) make the Winchesier
encounler (and subsequent claims) of
last November seem like an 6ors
d'oeuvre. Three schools reported day-
time discs. Mrs Pauline Coombs arid
her husband were chased in her car by
a bolide that apparently destroyed the
car's electrical system. On another
occasion, she and her husband found a
silver-suited giant watching television
with them through their 

- 
farmhouse

window. Mrs Grenville was awaken-
ed by a loise like a central heating
pump and looked out to see silver-
suited men walking around a fiery disc:
burn marks werJ found in th6 field
next day. Mrs Bassett's car radio
crackled when she saw a strange blue
fl ashing light which was also iaid to
have disrupted television reception in
the area. A light was seen gbing up
Great Trefgarne Mountain co-incid-
entially with a power blackout. An-
other strange powercut occurred a few
days later while I was staying at Solva
by St Brides Bay in June. Children
watched a silver-suited man walk
clean through a turf hedge and later
ryportedphysiologicaleffects. Stephen
Taylor saw a silver-suited fish-tyed
being near the perimeter of the NATO
base, RAF Brawdy! He said a dog
was scared out of its wits.

The activity in Dyfed and other parts
of the UK continues, and we may
never have another opportunity lik-e
this to record such 'high strangeness'

phenomena. It is unprecedented for
the UK. Bufora Journal and Bufora's
administration is covered by your
subscriptions. Our research is funded
by your generosity in giving donations.
We have developed sophisticated in-
vestigation techniques over the years,
but cannot cope with the present *ealth
of cases without your h-elp. Valuable
details of the physical trac-es including
possible radioactivity, the power cuts-,
the television interference, besides de-
tailed descriptions of the silver-suited
beings and their machines, need to be
gathered quickly before they are lost
and forgotten for all time. We need
funds now, to cover travelling and
research expenses of our voluntary
investigators, so they can spend time
in Dyfed and other out of the way
areas. You can enable them to carry
out in-depth investigation into specific
cases-perhaps the particulady stliking
re_pq{ of a daltime disc dropping oui
of sight into the sea not far-flom the
NATO base ! To cover this essential
work we need a donation of about {5
from each member. Not all can affoid
this much, so those who can give more,
please give generously.

Lionel Beer-Chairman.

Cheques and postal orders should be
made payable to Bufora Ltd, and sent
to the Hon Treasurer, Stephen Smith,
ua, 5 Arndale Road, Sherwood, Nott-
ingham M95 3GT (or myself if vou
wish). Donors will be listei in a future
Journal.

Reports from Australia tell of three perfect discs found. buried in a coal
mine: each have a diameter of five feet and resemble steel obiects which
have Feen long bgied. Aborigine- folk lore in the area of discovery recalls
a craft from the heavens _visiting them in the distant past. The discs are
being subjeaed to scientific examination.
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Personal Column
SKYWATCH LJFO DETECTOR: Suc-
cessful magnetic needle type detector incor-
porating latching circuit and audio alarm,
battery operated. {9'00. Stamped Add-
rcssed Envelope for explanatory literature.
Malcolm lay, 102 Nelson Road, Chingford,
E4 9AS.
(The use of the wmd' successful' should not be
taken to mean ),ou will automathally see a
UFO, but Malcolm's litqaure DOES quote
names of purchasers who haoe-M.).

LJFO Photographs. George Adamski Ven-
usian Scout Ship available in gloss or matt.
SAE/SASE for details to: R Lawrence, The
H G Vells Society, 47 Belsize Square, Lon-
don, NW3, England.

CASSETTE TAPES z Skyqust cassettes
available as follows: UFOs & yOV f,2.65
($4'so;; UFos OVER ENGLAND {2'65(M'50); SKY EXPLORING-AROUND
POLARIS [z'so (fi4'2s); OUR SOLAR
SYSTEM f,2's0 (84'2s). All inc P & P. If
ordering two tapes deduct 20p: four tapes de-
duct 50p. Norman Oliver, rnas, Shyryest
(8il,95 Taunton Road, London SE12 8PA.

Tell your friends about Bufora.
Information leaflets/application forms
available from Miss B Vood, 5 Cairn
Avenue, London \V5, or from any Council
member.

Books and Leaflets
Tttlc

Guide to the UFO Phenomenon
The Use of Analytical Instruments in the
Search for Extra-terrestrial Spacecraft

David Vicsine
Investigation Procedures

Traor Vhinher
An Engineer's Look at UFO's

Leonaril CramP, ARAaS' MSIA
Articles of Association

Journals as available

30p 50p

dl'25 (members only)

35p 50p

membcrs

45p

3op

3op

non-membcre
(all post frcc)

65p

5op

5op

(In some cases, only plntocopies of Jonnals can be supplied, 4t cost, pI* handling and P {t P).

All the above publications are available post free from:
ArnoldPWest, Bufora Publications, 16 Southway, Burgess Hill' Susser
RH15 9ST.

THE BRITISH I.'FO NESEARCII ASSOCIATION
Bufora Limited Oy guarantee). Founded 1964. Regrstgrgd Office: Hazelmont Housc,
Gregory Boulevard', I.Ioiiingham.- Registered it I-on!og: pJagla.- Incorporating the London
UFd desearch Organisatio-n, founded 1959, and the British UFO Association, founded 1962.

Almc: To encourage and promote unbiased scientific investig-ation Sndresearch into UFO
oh.nometta. To co[6ct and disseminate evidence and data relating to UFOs, To co-ordinatc
IJFO research on a nationwide scde and to co-operate with peoplc and organisations engaged on
similar research in all parts of the lforld.
Mcmbership : The annud su'bscription is 15'00-, $10 i! the usA and 9n4". Memp-ership
i. ooen to all-who suDport the aims ol the As'sociation and whose application is approved by thc
Exicutive Council. Application/information forms can be obtained from any offictr.

btnnett't Printing Worhs, Cypras Rd, Btttgcss Hill, W Sussex. Tel. B. Hill 3126 (STD U4 4f].


